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1. Evil Emperor: Take of the Devil
2. Jameson: Nothing To Say
3. Coroner: Mental Vortex
4. Narrative: Slowly We Roll
5. Holy: The Death
6. Dave: June
7. Robert: Sweet mothers
8. Radio: Myself
9. World: Angel
10. Camp: Emerald Sea
11. Tom: Kobe
12. Apple: Find the Lightning
13. Robert: Face
14. Robert: Dirty Enemies
15. Robert: No More
16. Robert: Angel Dust
17. Robert: Covenant
18. Robert: Little Secretos
19. Snowman: Snow
20. Martin: Martian
21. Heather: Seed: Embedded
22. Bono: Black Nuns (Dave)
23. Bono: Beyond Driven
24. Front: Expand: Adolescent Fantasy World
25. NIN: Elephant
26. Ministry: Land of Rope
27. Carnal: Love: The Bleeding
28. NIN: Downward Spiral
29. Homeland Assembly: Tito Terror Part I
30. NIN: Closer to God
31. Robert: Drown: Commander Bop
32. Queen: Glass: Hits vol 3
33. Robert: Monster
34. Robert: Leader: The Rejoys
35. The Cranberries: No Need to Argue
36. Liberia: Acid
37. Ministry: The Mind Is a Terrible Thing to Taste
38. The Tec: Party: The Days of Twilight
39. The Best of R.E.M.
40. R.E.M.: Automatic for the People
41. R.E.M.: Singles Collected
42. Numb: Rattle
43. Siggy: Hey Christian God
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17/3/98

Redhead - AC/DC

B.B. King - Transmission

Back O' the Violin, Zazoo, Elizabeth Waltz

Massive Attack - Mezzanine

Jeff Buckley - My Sweetheart the Drunk

David Bowie - Selective Clips (2 CD set)

Nirvana - Unplugged

Tyrannus Mixes - University

Nicholas Lens - Flaming Flamma

Peter Wispelwey - Johann Sebastian Bach (Cello Suite)

Splat Enz - Enzo

David Hellgil - Rachmaninov

Smiths - Best of 1

Smiths - Best of 2

Fonder Fingers - Internationalist

The City Three - Whatever you love, you are

Perfect Circle - Mer de Noum

The Dead - In Concert

Redhead - Rite A.

Tool - Lateralus

REM - Revel

Radiohead - Amnesiac

Something for Kate - Echoes

Lamb

Redhead - I Might Be Wrong (Live)

Lamb - Word Sound

IOTA - Big Grandfather (Holes with Julie)

The Strokes - Is this it?

Something for Kate - Elsewhere for 8 minutes

David Bowie - Heathen
Nick Cave - Best of Nick Cave & The Bad Seeds

Feb 08
Nick Cave - Fear her to Eternity.
Mab
The Birthday Party - Making Bed Seed
Nick Cave - Nocturnes
Ages featured - Hail To The Thief

30/11/08 A Perfect Circle - thirteenth Step
9/10/04 The Birthday Party - Here He (Melbourne

12/10/04 George - Unity

17/5/04 David Byrne - Reality (tour Edition) with D.V.D.
21/5/04 Black Lung - Profound & Sentimental Journey (E.P)
31/5/04 Black Lung - the Wonderful and Frightening world of Black Lung. (2 cd)
14/5/04 Obituary - Cause of Death (Remaster)
31/8/04 Obituary - The End Complete (Remaster)

31/10/04 Jeff Buckley - Live at Siné (Legacy Edition)
21/10/04 MORBID ANGEL - Alters of Madness (Remaster)
21/10/04 Rammstein - Reise Reise

21/10/04 Rammstein - Sehnsucht
21/10/04 By Diving - Permanent 1995
21/10/04 The Smiths - Meat Is Murder
10/12/04 Rammstein - Mutter

Apr 10/05 (H) Le Mystere des voix Bulgares Volume 2
10/4/05 (H) Porcette Neuman - Raw Materials
25/1/05 (H) Rammstein - Ohne Dich (Single)
25/1/05 Le Mystere des voix Bulgares Volume 3
25/1/05 Led Zeppelin - Remasters

29/6/05 Syd Barrett - The Madcap Laughs
29/6/05 Interpol - Antics
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November

11/1/05

MOREID ANGEL - HETERIC (Limited Edition)

4/1/05

Bernard Fanning - Fee + Sympathy (Feast from Julie)

11/2/05

System of a Down - Hypnotize

23/2/06

Captain Beefheart - Electricity

21/2/06

Rammstein - Rosenrot

24/2/06

Rammstein - Herzeblind.

5/3/06

Gypsy Music from the Balkans.

24/3/06

Nirvana - In Utero

7/4/06

Ministry - KFSANH

29/4/06

MOREID ANGEL - Domination

28/4/06

RAMMSTEIN - Live aus Berlin

1/5

TOOL - 10,000 DAYS

7/5

Jeff Martin - Exile and the Kingdom

7/7

Something or Other - Desert Lights (Ltd.Ed.)

8/1

Australia - Out of Exile

8/1

Lamb - Between Darkness and Wonder

11/7

Thom Yorke - The Eraser

2/8

Death - Symbolic

5/8/06

REM - Around the Sun (Boxed Edition)

10/8/06

Slayer - Digimons in Musica

3/9/06

David Bowie - Soundtrack to Christine F.

9/10/06

David Bowie - Tonight

18/10/06

David Bowie - Never Let Me Down

21/11/07

Silverchair - Young Modern (Expansion version)

2/5/07

Public Image Ltd - The Greatest Hits So Far

24/5/07

Slayer - God Hates Us All

24/15/07

Slayer - Reign In Blood

30/10/07

IMXS - KICK

29/12/07

New Empire - Correction/Rebut (Special Limited Edition. Limited Edition)

20/12/07

Aatria Trance Fest 1991-2000
31/12/07 - Redhead - In Rainbows (London, Paris)
28/1/08 - Feels No More - Album of the Year
15/1/08 - Jeff Martin - Live in Dublin (Signed at West Coast) (2010, 2012)
2/4/08 - David Bowie - Love
19/4/08 - Kristin Hersh - The Grotto
28/4/08 - Portishead - Third
7/6/08 - Death - Spiritual Healing
9/6/08 - Death - Leprosy
2/7/08 - Sons of Anarchy - The Golden Foretaste of Heaven
2/7/08 - Ance Empire - The Golden Foretaste of Heaven
3/7/08 - Oketh - Watershed
2/9/08 - Oketh - The Ghost Reveries
2/9/08 - Oketh - Deliverance
3/9/08 - Oketh - Blackwater Park
7/3/09 - TUBEWAY ARMY
2/3/09 - Gary Numan - Resurrection (Pioneer of Sound)
8/3/09 - Gary Numan - The Pleasure Principle
2/3/09 - Opeth - Still Life (Same 51: same sound check)
21/3/09 - Paul Dempsey - Everything Is Fine (2CD inc. single)
21/3/09 - Paul Dempsey - Under A Funeral Moon
21/3/09 - Paul Dempsey - Panzerfaust
23/10/09 - Gojira - From Mers to Sirius
2/11/09 - Gojira - The Way of All Flesh
16/12/09 - Sissy Spacek - Core Set
31/12/09 - Synology - White
21/01/10 Sunn O))) and Boris - Altar
23/01/10 Sunn O))) - Monotheist & Dimensions
3/2/10 Corroded - Twilight of the Idols
8/3/10 Corroded - Ad Alpharet Satanem Clarion (CD/DVD set)
5/6/10 Black Lung - Silent Weapons for Silent Wars
The Pixies - Wave of Mutilation - Best of The Pixies
12/6/10 Tears for Fears - Tears Roll Down
19/7/10 Ananda - Profane
9/10 Something For Kate - Beautiful Sharks
13/10/10 Mayhem - Ordo Ad Chao (150 Edition)
24/10/10 Nirvana - Nevermind
Guns N Rose - Appetite For Destruction
28/10/10 Iron Maiden - Iron Maiden
Killer
The Number of the Beast
Piece of Mind
Powerslave
Somewhere in Time
2/11/10 Aphex Twin - Windowlicker
Drugs
Agon Hymn - Doom Jazz
12/11/10 Aphex Twin - Come To Daddy
Richard D. James Album
Classics
24/11/10 Gary Numan - Jagged
Exile
Down in the Park - The Alternative Anthology
Metallica - Master of Puppets
Metallica - And Justice for All
16/11/11 Soundgarden - Tusk (Special Edition)
Jefferson Airplane - The Essential...
The Jezabels - Deck Stomp (EP)
The Mon is Dead (EP)
17/6/11 Sunn O))) - Orsede (Edition of 2000)
19/11 Gary Numen - Telemetry
30/9/11 Gary Numen - Dead Son Rising
CD/DVD
29/12/11 Merzbau - Ourberos
29/11/11 Merzbau - Dolphin Saver
12/2/12  Die Antwoord — Tension
22/3/12  Subsonic Hum — In Time For Spring Or Came The Snow
5/4/12  Hussy — Forever So
24/7/12  Gojira — Vcentr Savaghe (DVD & CD)
30/9/12  The Might Be Giants — NO!
24/11/13  Le Groupe Supersaiyens de Bruxelles — Vol 2
21/2/13  Buckethead — Gongnok's Band
21/2/13  Blut Aus Nord — Ediklst: The destruction of reason by illumination
2/10/13  Buckethead — L'événements
5/12/13  Black Lacy — The Disinformation Program (home video)
22/4/14  Gary Newman — Splinter/Says From A Broken Mind
18/11/14  Blut Aus Nord — What Once Was — Liberation
8/8/14  Black Lacy — The Grand Chemain
16/8/14  Toronto Surface Drift
13-19/14  Sleep — Dopamine
10/1/14  Alpha Twin — Sync
25/1/15  Black Lacy — Inception Methane Band (Home)
21/11/15  Scott Walker — Bish Cocsh
23/11/15  Blut Aus Nord — Moet
14/11/16  David Bowie — The Next Day
19/11/16  Fire — She Sleeps
11/12/16  FKA Twigs — LP1
10/1/16  Adam Curtis & Tim Hecker — Fantomas_Peregrine
8/25/00  Gifts from

—The Sound of Meat
—The Enemy — We are the Enemy
—Brother John Regan — Silhouette Segments
—Ask Wednesday and Friends — Love and Other Numbers

$8.00
$12.00
$14.00
$20.00
$25.99
$25.00
$15.00
$24.99
$19.99
$19.99
$12.00